
INSTALLATION GUIDE - D-RACK

Then peel off the two adhesive dots on the back and glue the drilling 

template to the wall. 

Make sure that the pendulum shows the desired angle. 

For horizontal installation, the angle must be 0°. 
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Angle Measurement 

Align Drilling Template

First you hold the supplied drilling template with the upper edge under your 

top tube. The pendulum shows you the angle of your top tube. You can then 

decide between: 

a) You screw the D-Rack at this angle to the wall so that your bike 

hangs horizontally.

b) You screw on the D-rack horizontally. 

We recommend a, a horizontal mounting of the bike, as you will achieve a generally 

better look. We recommend a maximum angle of 10°. 

Please check beforehand whether the surface of your frame is slip-resistant enough. 



Now you can place the pendulum in the side notch 

so that it is not in the way. 

Then mark the four holes and bend the tabs upwards. 

When drilling, try to hit the markings as accurately as possible. 

The holes must have a depth of at least 60mm.  
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Mark Holes

Drill Holes



It's best to vacuum out the holes with a vacuum cleaner. 

Then insert the dowels into the holes until they stop. 

The delivery includes Würth universal dowels. These are suitable for 

mounting on most types of walls. With drywall (rigibs) walls, you may 

have to use special cavity dowels. 

In the next step you screw the wall piece with the four stainless steel screws to 

the wall. 

You can use both the supplied angle wrench and the Torx bit. 
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Install Dowels

Screw on Wall Piece
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Before tightening the screws, check the correct position inside the 

drilling template.  

Now tighten the screws by hand using the Torx wrench. 

When the wall piece is completely mounted, you can carefully insert the D-Rack. 

With the Allen wrench you can now screw in the four black countersunk screws from 

the outside. Hand tight is sufficient. 

Your D-Rack is now ready for use. 

Please make sure to carefully place your bike on the D-Rack and take it 

down, otherwise there is a danger of it getting stuck on the upper alumi-

nium edge! 

And now: Have fun with your new wall mount from PARAX! 

Alignment & Hand Tightening

D-Rack on and Screw on - Ready!


